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	Other Description: 
	Narrative: Given current observations, our aim is to continue to unravel the processes underpinning the dynamics of these herds by maintaining our longitudinal study design and increasing our efforts to understand contributions of summer ranges, and role of pathogens and predation especially in Dubois and Jackson. Importantly, our current objectives are completely driven and informed by what we have learned in the past 3 years of research, and are explicitly aimed at better understanding the contributions of summer nutrition, predation, and disease on survival of young sheep. Project objectives include: 1) Estimate nutritional carrying capacity (NCC) of bighorn sheep populations in Wyoming to assess the capacity of habitats to support sheep. a. Over the long term, a key goal of this effort is to calibrate nutritional models for bighorn sheep, by coupling data on nutritional condition, pregnancy, recruitment, adult survival, and ultimately, population growth to develop models of animal-indicated NCC for Wyoming sheep. This will provide managers with tools to assess the proximity of populations to NCC. 2) Assess survival and cause-specific mortality of adult female sheep in Jackson, Dubois, and Cody herds. a. We will assess factors that contribute to probability of survival (e.g., nutritional condition, body mass, age, reproductive status), and causes of mortality when it occurs (e.g., disease, predation, accident). To date, leading cause of mortality for adult females has been predation by mountain lions. 3) Assess survival and cause-specific mortality of newborn sheep in Whiskey and Jackson herds to provide a comparison of the relative roles of nutrition, habitat, predation, and disease on recruitment of young. a. We will determine survival and cause-specific mortality of neonatal sheep. b. We will assess factors that contribute to probability of survival of neonatal sheep, including but not limited to: birth mass, sex, birth date, litter size, habitat conditions, maternal nutritional condition, presence of respiratory pathogens, and maternal age. c. We will evaluate factors that contribute to the cause of mortality (e.g., disease, predators, malnutrition, accident), including but not limited to: birth mass, sex, birth date, litter size, habitat conditions, maternal nutritional condition, presence of respiratory pathogens, and maternal age. d. We will quantify the effects of nutrition, predation, and disease on survival and recruitment of young to identify which is most limiting to Whiskey and Jackson bighorn sheep. 4) Evaluate intrinsic and extrinsic factors affecting vital rates (i.e., pregnancy, seasonal survival, recruitment of young). a. We will evaluate the relationships between nutritional condition, body weight, presence of respiratory pathogens, and age on pregnancy and fetal rate of individual females in spring. b. Similarly, we will evaluate factors that affect probability of recruiting young to autumn including, nutritional condition in March, which may indicate the potential carryover effects of winter habitat conditions on subsequent population performance. c. We will quantify nutritional condition of females during autumn to provide a representative measure of summer habitat conditions, somatic cost of reproduction, and seasonal precipitation. 5) Assess longitudinal changes associated with disease, nutrition, and immunocompetence. a. We will assess seasonal dynamics in nutritional condition and presence of respiratory pathogens to evaluate the interactive role between these two factors. 6) Evaluate diet, and forage quality (including micronutrients) and abundance during summer for animals in Whiskey and Jackson ranges. a. Jackson is a system where summer ranges appear to be of higher quality compared with Whiskey, yet similar pathogens exist in both herds. We will compare forage quality and quantity of sheep key forage species within diets between Whiskey and Jackson. 7) Evaluate the effects of naturally occurring browsing, intense browsing, and fire on forage quality (including micronutrients) and biomass of forage on summer range. a. We will install a series of small (1m x 1m) enclosures in representative habitat on summer ranges in Jackson and Dubois to assess the effects of foraging and fire on sheep habitat. In 3 separate treatments we will 1) excluding foraging, 2) simulate intense foraging via clipping and biomass removal, and 3) implement fire boxes as an assessment of a potential habitat treatment. Notably, our objectives correspond directly to needs outlined in The Wyoming Plan by the State-wide Bighorn/Sheep Domestic Sheep Interaction Working Group (2004). Specifically, that group expressed needs to monitor habitat selection and habitat NCC (pg 10), evaluate if poor nutrition contributes to disease susceptibility (pg 10), and determine if habitat improvements influence nutritional status of populations and thus influence NCC (pg 15). In addition, the group indicated that knowledge of carrying capacity was necessary to ensure sheep do not exceed the capacity of their habitat, and that understanding how habitat improvements modify nutrition and subsequently influence performance is necessary for sound management (Appendix K). Net benefits Respiratory disease has afflicted populations of bighorn sheep for the past century and, despite substantial research on the topic, pneumonia continues to be one of the most poorly understood diseases that afflict wildlife in North America. Although we have learned much in recent years, most research has been myopically focused on identifying the primary infectious agent associated with pneumonia. Nevertheless, evidence continues to support multiple primary and perhaps secondary infectious agents, and in most instances, we now manage herds that are chronically infected as opposed to those subject to new exposure. Moreover, fundamental components underlying any large ungulate population including, habitat quality and quantity, and density dependent interactions remain operational and yet, are often neglected when considering disease dynamics. Our work to date has demonstrated that indeed, infected populations are not immune from fundamental nutritional dynamics and instead, suggests that nutrition may well be a key explanatory factor, along with disease, of the disparity in performance across sheep herds in northwest WY. Our work seeks to understand how we can more effectively manage chronically infected populations. In doing so, we have the opportunity to more effectively manage sheep and their habitat through science. Moreover, implicit with our continued work is calibrating models of animal-indicated NCC for Wyoming sheep, which will increase the toolset for managers to understand how habitat, density, and extrinsic factors such as predation or perhaps disease are regulating these and other populations.
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	Title: NW Wyoming Sheep Nutrition-Disease
	Total Project: 1683740
	County: [ ]
	Nearest Town: Project includes sheep populations near Jackson, Dubois, and Cody
	Miles/Acres: 
	Monitoring: Projected finish to fieldwork of winter 2021-22, with subsequent products coming following years
	Text14: Project Partner AmountWyoming Wildlife/Livestock Disease Research Partnership $60,945Wyoming Game and Fish Commission $350,000Wyoming Game and Fish Commission License (Crank) $14,855Animal Damage Management Board $75,000Wyoming Wildlife and Natural Resource Trust $235,000Bureau of Land Management $91,500US Forest Service $0Wyoming Governor's Big Game License Coalition $370,800Teton Conservation District $10,000Bowhunter's of Wyoming $12,600Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation $12,000National Wild Sheep Foundation $37,000Total $1,269,700 
	Text15: We will distribute and share various products associated with our work through social media, our outreach platform the Ungulate Compendium, additional Rampage stories, project updates, and peer-reviewed publications. Essentially, we look forward to helping share and spread information regarding what we are learning with this work. 
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